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What's the goal?
Train an object-centric world model on the task shown on the right for real-world, stochastic environments.

The learned latent spatiotemporal object-centric representations (ii) can be re-used, e.g., for visual model-based RL.

Why is real world + stochastic hard?

- Must handle complex object morphologies. With perceptual grouping (aka segmentation)?
- The predictive model of the world must account for many possible futures (e.g., due to dynamics uncertainty)
- We want to capture inductive biases like natural symmetries; e.g., learning a single dynamics model shared by all objects

Why should we think critically about latent SSM design for the world model?

These two distributions serve distinct functions for the object-centric world model and their variances fit different aspects of environment stochasticity!

What do we do?

1. We propose a latent SSM in which the variance for the discovery and dynamics distributions are learned separately
2. We also introduce the best-of-many rollouts (BMR) training objective for fitting the dynamics variance
3. Demonstrate the world model's effectiveness on real-world robotic manipulation videos with noisy actions

Conclusions

- Most steps
  - Training with larger batch sizes and more steps for all models — should lead to sharper rollouts
  - Add ablations
    - SWM, replacing discovery prior with the dynamics model, not sharing the discovery & dynamics prior means, time-dependent discovery variance vs. time-independent (current)....
    - Multi-modal dynamics
    - BMR: objective theoretical analysis
    - More environments and baselines
- Diverse generation
- Object-centric decompositions

Object-centric decompositions (con’t)

- Background: Segmented into the first slot by setting std. dev. to 0.09 and other slots’ std. dev. to 0.11
- Cloth: Scenes contain multiple cloth items that are non-rigid, of highly variable size/shape, and with complex patterns.
  This leads the model to occasionally split them across slots or join two into one slot
- The multi-modal uncertainty over possible futures grows over time, causing blurriness to worsen at the end of rollouts

Rollout samples

Variance in the SSM

We show the variance for each latent attribute for K = 6 64-dim slots at steps t = 1, 2 of a video.
The object discovery posterior variance (top) is ~uniform and has low magnitude across latent units and slots.
The dynamics model (bottom) learns to only predict high variance for latent attributes that may change over time.

Diverse generation

Object-centric decompositions

Table 1: BMR (Baseline / Diversity / Accuracy)